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Earning positive media coverage is one of the simplest, most affordable marketing 
strategies to increase sales. This session will provide practical and actionable tips 
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to successfully pitch and navigate interviews with reporters in print, radio, TV, 
online and blogs – and keep them coming back for more! 
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UNDERSTANDING THE MEDIA
+ MESSAGE DELIVERY

Preparation + Practice = Poise

WHAT IS MEDIA TRAINING?
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Preparation =

Media training – learning or refreshing the tips and techniques

Message reviews – prepare for an interview

 Post-interview analysis – What worked? What can be improved for next time?

WHY PREPARATION?

Practice =
Mock interviews – hone your skills

One-on-one coaching – trusted advisory to identify strengths and areas for 
improvement in a friendly environment

 Refresher sessions – once is rarely enough

WHY PRACTICE?

Poise =

Grace under pressure

 Sense of control

Confidence 

WHAT IS POISE?
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THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM

Why some people dislike doing 
interviews:
• We’re nervous in front of an audience.

• We worry about saying something wrong. How 
will my comments be perceived internally?

• We’re anxious about not knowing all the 
answers.

• We think reporters are too aggressive.     

• We’re afraid reporters will get it wrong.

BUT FIRST, SOME FUN

< Link to “Dick & Jane” video >

WHAT MAKES A GOOD SPOKESPERSON
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• Knows how to effectively deliver key messages

• Controls and manages interviews

• Understands good delivery skills, including:

 Tone and manner

 Body language

 Looking the part

WHAT MAKES A GOOD SPOKESPERSON?

On Message

• Knows what to say …
• How to say it …
• In a way that’s memorable

“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by 
what we give.”

“If you’re going through hell, keep going.”

“Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak. Courage 
is also what it takes to sit down and listen.”

WHAT MAKES A GOOD SPOKESPERSON

Body Language: What do you see?

WHAT MAKES A GOOD SPOKESPERSON?

vs.
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Tone and Manner

Even if you’re not the one speaking.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD SPOKESPERSON?

ENGAGING THE MEDIA

What motivates a reporter
 A great story or “scoop.”
Getting it right.
 A helpful source.
Great, colorful quotes.

What does not motivate a reporter
 Your advertising budget.
 Being your corporate mouthpiece.
Making you or your company look bad.

INSIDE THE MIND OF THE REPORTER
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• News. News. News.

• Timely and local.  (National Barbecue Month, holidays, etc.)

• Terms they can understand.

• Hard facts, numbers and statistics.

• A quotable source.

• Tension and conflict.

• Human interest or a “face to the story.”

MEDIA NEEDS

• Every interview is an opportunity to tell your brand story in a 
credible way

• As such … capitalize on these opportunities when they arise 
– proactive and reactive

• To maximize these opportunities:
 Responsiveness is key
 Timeliness is key
 Flexibility is key
 YOU ARE KEY!

SO … WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

• Defined: Non-verbal communication consists of facial expressions, eye 

movements, gestures and posture.

• Research estimates that 60-70% of all meaning i.e., understanding is 

derived from body language.

TV: BODY LANGUAGE IS KEY

 Face: smiling shows happiness; frowning shows disapproval.

 Eyes: attentive gaze = interest; eye-rolling shows disgust.

 Gestures: head-nodding shows agreement; tapping fingers on 

table shows boredom or impatience.

 Posture: leaning forward shows eagerness, acceptance or 

interest; slumped over shows discouragement.
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It comes down to one thing: your voice

RADIO: SHORT + SWEET

 Be authoritative
 Paint a picture with words
 Keep it simple. This is not a medium for a 

complex message
 Know this this is a fairly forgiving medium

Use phrases to flag your most critical points

MEDIA INTERACTION: DO’S

 “The bottom line is this …”

 “What we really want to be sure people know is…”

 The top three things to remember are …”

“The bottom line is simple upgrades to your backyard is like 
adding a room to your house – only a lot less expensive.”

Use facts and figures to gain credibility
… but don’t over-commit

MEDIA INTERACTION: DO’S

“July 4th is the most popular day of the year to grill – 7 out of 
10 grill owners will be firing up their barbecue.  Here’s what 

you can do make your holiday delicious.”
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Use illustrations and anecdotes

MEDIA INTERACTION: DO’S

 Make it real for the person with whom you’re speaking

“Since we upgraded our indoor fireplace, we have a new kind of 
’screen time’ in the evening. It truly has created a space for 

gathering, talking, relaxing – just like it was when we were all 
growing up.”

• Don’t fake an answer.

• Don’t threaten to pull advertising.

• Don’t over-answer or feel compelled to fill dead air. 
Just wait for the question.

• Don’t assume the reporter is knowledgeable about 
your topic. Remember: You are the expert.

MEDIA INTERACTION: DON’TS

• Don’t go off the record or assume anything you say is 
“between you and me.”

• Don’t criticize companies, products or people.

• Don’t speculate or answer a hypothetical question.

• Don’t assume the interview is over until you part 
company.

• Don’t negotiate.

• Don’t assume texts, emails or voicemail messages are 
inconsequential. You can be quoted.

MEDIA INTERACTION: DONT’S
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KEYS TO SUCCESS

REMEMBER YOUR GOALS

 Earned coverage – more credible than advertising, social sharing

 Clear delivery of key messages

 Deposits in the relationship bank

 Ultimately … lift up your entire industry

• It’s OK to say, “I don’t know.”

• It’s OK to say, “I can’t discuss that.”

• Bridge away from the question.

KNOW YOUR OUTS

 A technique to take the discussion from an 
undesirable area to the area or topic you
want to discuss.

 A means to keep control of the interview.
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Say something you didn’t want or mean to say? It happens!

• How to handle in the moment:
o “Let me clarify.”
o Bridge back to one of your key messages to reiterate the point you were addressing.

• How to handle after the interview:
o Situation-specific on whether to address.
o If significant enough, circle back with the reporter to correct and/or clarify.
o Confer with communications team.

WALKING BACK A COMMENT

BEFORE THE INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK

Headline

Restate Important Information

Message 1 
Proof

Message 2 
Proof

Message 3 
Proof
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Most interviews are not in connection with a news announcement or “breaking” story

Challenge: Find the “hook” or angle to make a compelling story
 National Fireplace Month, National Barbecue Month
 Home renovation or upgrade tips
Weather-related issues
 Connect with bigger industry trend or other item in the news


Remember: Put messages into your own voice

CRAFT YOUR STORY

CRAFT YOUR STORY: IN YOUR OWN VOICE

< Link to Mattel CEO interview >

• Learn the reporter’s agenda.

o Vet interviews ahead of time to find out what the reporter wants to talk about.

• Set your own agenda.

• Keep control of the interview.

• Review key messages thoroughly.

• Review the news to avoid any surprises.

• Check the mirror.

BEFORE THE INTERVIEW: BE PREPARED
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TOM helps ensure the message is audience-focused:

REMEMBER: ASK TOM

= Target Audience

= Objectives

= Motivation

Appropriate dress options

LOOKING THE PART

 Khakis and polos project a professional – yet 
appropriately practical – look

 Logo wear is preferred

 Avoid hats

 Avoid sunglasses

• If looking directly into the sun, ask the crew to 
reposition the camera

Mock Interviews + Coaching
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• Treat people with respect at all times

• Answer honestly at all times

• Don’t criticize anyone or any organization

• Remember that anything you say can be published or otherwise 
shared

• Be yourself and be confident

RESPONDING APPROPRIATELY

• Not “adversarial” per se – but much less likely to be “friendly”

• Will consistently represent the POV and attitudes of consumers

• You can expect them to ask the tough or difficult questions

• Won’t necessarily “get” agronomic or high-science topics – be careful of jargon, 
acronyms and overly technical terminology

• Won’t care about – or be motivated by – your current or future advertising spend

• These journalists tend to be on deadline with a short attention span, juggling a million 
different things they have to get done today

CONSUMER MEDIA KEY POINTS

How Bridging Works:

Honor the question but don’t repeat it, then bridge toward your message.

“I’m glad you brought that up, Dustin. What growers should remember is …”

KNOW YOUR OUTS: BRIDGING

Question Message

Bridge
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KNOW YOUR OUTS: BRIDGING

< Link to Lenovo CEO interview >

• Much more “friendly” – essentially advocate journalists

• That said – don’t let your guard down

• Will want and be able to understand more technical information and industry 
terminology

• Will likely be aware of – and may even care about – your current or future advertising 
spend

TRADE MEDIA KEY POINTS

FINAL THOUGHTS + WRAP-UP

 Your biggest takeaway from today?

42
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THANK YOU!

43


